
AEC Project Business Rules

# Project Issues Log # Message(s) Key Words Business Rules Date

1 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All Recommended 

Elements

The Ag industry has business needs that differ from the Chemical industry.  With the schema 
standards, the Ag industry may use optional elements as "Recommended", which equates to 
"required to send" within the Ag industry for the Ag eStandards (unless specified that it is only 
required in certain conditions).

1/21/2004

2 AEC
Prior to 
log/mapping & 
58

All Unit of Measure
All XML messages used in the AEC Project will use the UN-Rec 20 unit of measure for all 
messages.  The current production messages will need to migrate to UN-Rec 20 from ANSI 
X12 by 10/1/04.

1/21/2004

3 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All DateTime

The date and/or time format/structure of the various versions of XML mesaages are different.   
All values conform to ISO 8601 and may contain dates and/or times. ISO 8601 is a format for 
structuring date and time elements, and is not simply a codelist.  The standard for version 
2.02 (is inconsistent) we recommend is the 3.0 format = YYYYMMDDTHHMMSSZ (GMT).  If 
you are not sending GMT do not use the "Z". For version 4.0 the format =YYYY-MM-
DDTHH:MM:SSZ (GMT) or without the Z if not using GMT. 

4 AEC Prior to log/Intro 
meeting & 23 All AGIIS Identifiers

All AEC participants will synchronize their data (including the identifiers, demographics, and 
product names) with the AGIIS directory.  AGIIS identifiers will be used for all messages for 
the domain/agency attributes for PartnerIdentifier and ProductIdentier.  For the Product ID, the 
AEC project will be using the AGIIS Reporting ID.

7/21/2004

5 AEC 3 & 4 OrderCreate Customer Pick Up, 
CPU

For Customer Pick-Up (CPU) orders, the following are elements that needs to be transmitted 
(although they are optional for all other orders): In the Properties structure of the OrderCreate, 
all Customer Pick up orders will need to have Value of "CE" (Customer Equipment) in the 
TransportMethodCode to identify a customer pick.  For all other orders, 
"TransportMethodCode is optional.   In addition, in the OtherPartner structure needs to be 
used with the PartnerRole attribute = "ShipFrom".  For customer pickup orders, "ShipFrom" 
is required and refers to the location that the buyer expects to pick up the order.  For all other 
orders "ShipFrom" is optional and is merely a suggestion to the seller. OtherPartner 
PartnerRole attribute "Carrier" will identify a specific carrier that the buyer would like to 
request.  Carriers are still the decision of the Seller (unless otherwise specified in the trading 
partner agreement).

7/27/2004

6 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All EBID or NAPD 

identifiers

 Neither the EBID nor the NAPD identifiers are identified as attributes until version 4.0 in the 
Ag eStandards (as Ag eStandards are the Chem eStandards.  RAPID was not involved until 
after 2.02 was developed).  For the PartnerInformation Agency attributes for the 
PartnerIdentifier, the Ag Identifier value = D-U-N-S for v3 or earlier, but use AGIIS-EBID or 
AGIIS-NAPD for the value in v4 or later.

Prior to 1/21/04

7 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All Product identifier

The AGIIS Product identifier attribute (Agency) for all versions of XML messages will be:  
Agency =  "AssignedByManufacturer" (for the Reporting ID in AGIIS);  For the usage of the 
GTIN as an identifier in  Version 4.0 or higher, use for the Agency attribute "AGIIS-
ProductDirectory", for any 2.0.2 or 3.0 messages (prior to version 4.0) use the 
ProductIdentifier (Agency) = "EAN"

Prior to 1/21/04

8 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping OrderCreate Contact Information

Due to some concerns about the receiver receiving the correct trading partner information, the 
AEC Project Business & Technical Team agreed to send all contact information on the Buyer, 
and OtherPartner (if order is a CPU) for OrderCreate and OrderResponse.  Contact 
information that will be sent will be the "ContactName", "NationalPhoneNumber" and 
EmailAddress".

Prior to 1/21/04

9 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping

OrderCreate, 
OrderRespon
se

Address

Due to some concerns about the receiver receiving the correct trading partner information, the 
AEC Project Business & Technical Team agreed to send all Address information on the Buyer, 
ShipTo and OtherPartner (if order is a CPU) will be sent on the OrderCreate and 
OrderResponse.

Prior to 1/21/04
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10 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All ProductName

With using the ReportingID instead of the "0" level GTIN identifier, there may be one 
ReportingID for multiple products packages.  Therefore, the AEC Project Business & 
Technical Team agreed to send ProductName in all business messages for clarification.

Prior to 1/21/04

11 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All DateTimeQualifier In the DateTimeQualifier attribute, the AEC Business & Technical Team preferred the value of 

"On" or "OnOrBefore" to be used in all messages when this structure is used..

12 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All DateTime Information When there is an option for DateTime or DateTimeRange, within the AEC Project, we prefer to 

use the DateTime Information instead of the the DateTimeRange.

13 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping OrderCreate ScheduleDateTime 

Structure
In an OrderCreate distributors can only ask for requested values (such as 
RequestedDelivery or RequestedPickup), and OrderResponse may contain confirmed values.

14 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping OrderCreate Buyer or Owner

In the Buyer structure, the Buyer refers to the purchasing party or role in a transaction. If the 
purchasing party is not the owning party then the owning party will be the "SoldTo" partner 
(such as Agency orders).

15 AEC OrderCreate PurchaseOrder There will only be one purchase order per OrderCreate transaction

16 AEC OrderRespon
se

Accept, Reject, Special 
Instructions

In the SpecialInstructions element at the Properties level, the acceptance or rejection of an 
order is identified with "Posting Instructions" (attribute) and within  the SpecialInstructions 
element the words ACCEPT or REJECT will be used for the order.  This string must be in 
capital letters.  If a header error occurred then Posting Instructions would be repeated, with 
the response status reason identifier as the 2nd "Posting Instructions", and the description of 
the error code is identified as "Shipper Instructions".  The SpecialInstructions at the Properties 
level will be a "recommended" structure.

17 AEC 5 OrderRespon
se Unfillable orders

Preferred method for responding to orders that cannot be fulfilled as requested by buyer will 
be the seller will contact the buyer by phone.  The consensus was that telephone was the 
current preferred method of notifying the buyer at this time .   This is not the best method 
long term, as the Response Status element has been added to the Order Response in version 
4.0.   Some of the issues that could prohibit an order from being fulfilled as requested: Product 
contract restriction; Product registration restrictions; Agent assignments; Credit restrictions; 
Buying restrictions (minimum orders); Pricing issues; can all be communicated electronically if 
programmed properly.  Phone calls may delay the response time desired by the buyers.

18 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping

OrderRespon
se ReferenceInformation

Because there is a need to identify the different  types of order, the following information is 
recommended in the Ag industry for the ReferenceInformation structure (which is optional 
within the standard).  Within Ag we are using ReferenceInformation structure to identify the 
order type, with the following type codes: KN=Sale Order, CN= Consigned Order, RA=Take 
title

19 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice PurchaseOrder There will only be one purchase order per Invoice transaction

20 AEC 22 Invoice ReferenceInformation
ReferenceInformation structure within the InvoiceProperties is a required structure within Ag 
(even though it is optional in the standard) this will include the buyer's purchase order number 
for each invoice.

21 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice ShipDate ShipDate is a "recommended" structure within the Invoice (even though it is optional in the 

standard) by the buyer to indicate when the product was shipped or services rendered.

22 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice InvoiceRemitTo The InvoiceRemitTo structure is "recommended" in the ag industry within the Invoice (this 

structure is optional in the standard) message.
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23 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice TotalLineItems Within the InvoiceTotals structure of the Invoice, the element TotalLineItems is 

"recommended" in the ag industry for Invoice (this element is optional in the standard).

24 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice Discounts The Discounts structure is "recommended" in the ag industry within the Invoice (this structure 

is optional in the standard) message.

25 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice OtherPartner

The OtherPartner structure is "recommended" in Invoice in  the ag industry for information 
relating to other partners such as Consignee (Ship to), BillToParty, Payer, SoldTo, 
ShipperPayor and/or BillToParty (this structure is optional in the standard).

26 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping Invoice Allowances The Allowances Structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for Invoice (this structure is 

optional in the standard).
27 AEC InvoiceRespo Usage The InvoiceResponse Message is not within the scope of the AEC project.

28 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice Purchase Order There will only be one Purchase Order for each ShipNotice transaction. 1/21/2004

29 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice PurchaseOrderInforma

tion
The PurchaseOrderInformation structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for ShipNotice  
(this structure is optional in the standard). Prior to 1/21/04

30 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice ReferenceInformation The ReferenceInformation structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for the ShipNotice 

(this structure is optional in the standard).  This is where the PRONumber is used

31 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice EstimatedTimeOfArriv

al

The EstimatedTimeOfArrival structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for the ShipNotice 
(this structure is optional in the standard).  The DateTimeInformation structure within the 
EstimatedTimeOfArrival is preferred over the DateTimeRanges. 

Prior to 1/21/04

32 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice ShipFrom The ShipFrom structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for ShipNotice  (this structure is 

optional in the standard). Prior to 1/21/04

33 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice Carrier The Carrier structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for ShipNotice  (this structure is 

optional in the standard). Prior to 1/21/04

34 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping ShipNotice ShipTo The ShipTo structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for ShipNotice  (this structure is 

optional in the standard). Prior to 1/21/04

35 AEC 11 InventoryActu
alUsage

Vendor Managed 
Inventory

It was determined that the Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) is not in scope for the AEC 
project. 1/21/2004

36 AEC 12, 13 & 34 InventoryActu
alUsage ForecastInformation

In the ForecastInformation element, in the Ag industry this element is "recommended" for 
InventoryActualUsage (this element is optional in the standard).  This is the element that is 
used to determined whether the inventory that is being reported is either "C" = Consigned 
(agency product is included in consigned); or "O" = Owned for weekly reports and 
MC=monthly consigned; or MO=monthly owned inventory.

1/14/2004

37 AEC 10, 12 & 76 InventoryActu
alUsage Reporting Frequency

It has been determined that for the AEC Project, the IAU reports will be a snapshot in time.  
The frequency of the reports will be a minimum of once a week, with also a month-end report.  
The month-end report will be based on the distributor's month-end book inventory.  In EDI 
there is a date range in the 846 Inventory Report.  However, for IAU we are asking for a 
snapshot date.  Therefore, the date at the detail level will be used to indicate when the 
inventory snapshot is taken.

1/14/2004

38 AEC 13 & 34 InventoryActu
alUsage Month-end Reporting

To designate the difference between the weekly reports and the month-end reports the 
ForecastingInformation will be designated with a MC=monthly consigned; or MO=monthly 
owned inventory.

9/8/2004

39 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping

ProductMove
ment ReferenceInformation

The ReferenceInformation structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for the 
ProductMovement (this structure is optional in the standard).  This is where the distributor 
invoice number to their customer is used

Prior to 1/21/04
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40 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping

ProductMove
ment Reporting Frequency

It has been determined that for the AEC Project, the ProductMoverment reports will a 
minimum of once a week, but recommended that a daily or "real-time" reporting frequency is 
desired (as well as some marketing programs may specify a more timely reporting).

41 AEC 15 & 65 All Envelope Wrapper

The EBID identifier will be used for the message envelope wrapper.  The EBID that is used in 
the "To" and "From" elements in the payload need to be the same EBIDs as in the wrapper.  
S&G recommended that AEC should not require the EBID as the trading ID number.  After 
discussion, it was determined that the AEC project would use the EBID, but recognize that it 
will not be in the guidelines.  If the EBID changes, they will continue to use the original 
number.

42 AEC Invoice Purchase Order 
Information

The PurchaseOrderInformation structure is "recommended" in the ag industry for 
InvoiceProperties structure  (this structure is optional in the standard).  Although that same 
structure is at the line level is required, it was felt that it is easier if in Ag we will use the 
properties level and ignore the line level, because of Rule #19 - only one purchase order per 
Invoice.

43 AEC
Prior to 
log/mapping & 
35

All Validating Schemas

All messages will be validated against the schemas on both the out-bound and in-bound.  
Those in production will need to move to validate by 10/1/04. As of 9/14/04 this date has 
been postponed due to the update on the Ag eMessenger will not be able to validate by 
that timeframe.  All other trading partners should start implementing the validation by 10/1/04 
if possible.

44 AEC OrderRespon
se Rejected Item If any line is rejected the entire order is rejected.  Buyer/Seller may work out the issue and 

resubmit.

45 AEC 42 & 62 All Non-used Required 
Elements

If Trading Partners (TPs) agree that a required elements will not be used within any 
transaction, then "NA" will be used in any string element, as the element must be passed to 
validate the schema. When the required element is not a “string” and a value is needed, such 
as an integer will equal 0.

46 AEC 26 InventoryActu
alUsage InventoryOther Because some of the distributors can not distingish the bulk from packaged products within 

their system - for the AEC project, all inventory will be reported in the InventoryOther structure. 9/7/2004

47 AEC 40 InventoryActu
alUsage

Multiple lines per 
product

Manufacturers need to recognized that products may be reported with more than one line item 
for a single reporting code.  Manufacturers need to add the total of the lines, not over-writing 
the prior line.

9/14/2004

48 AEC 6 OrderCreate SpecialInstructions

The “SpecialInstructions” element at the detail in the OrderResponseProductLineItem is used 
for the order rejections based on a Status Response Code List.  The structure 
ResponseStatus has been added to accommodate this need in the version 4.0 of the 
OrderResponse. Instruction type=Posting Instructions;  InstructionType = DriverInstructions 
(Map this to print on Bill of Lading) | CustomerServiceInstructions (Buyer or Seller may use 
internally and does not print on any documents)

5/27/2004

49 AEC 1
OrderRespon
se & 
ShipNotice

Emails Messages
If distributor's backend system is unable to consume the OrderResponse or ShipNotice data, 
can do a work-around using a stylesheet so that the manufacturer would still send the 
OrderResponse and the distributor would transform it.

7/22/2004

50 AEC 29 InventoryActu
alUsage

Consignment and 
Agency Reporting

Agency and Consignment reporting can be reported as consignment product.  The 
Manufacturers can distinguish between the products which is consigned and which is agency. 8/31/2004
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51 AEC 22 Invoice Purchase Order

The ReferenceInformation structure that is in the Invoice message at the InvoiceProperties 
level (optional that we made "recommended") is a duplication of the required structure at the 
InvoiceDetail level.  This is used as we have stated in Business Rule # 19  that there would 
only be one purchase order number for each invoice.  Therefore, it can be read once and 
ignored at the line level (required elements).

52 AEC 30 ProductMove
ment Intercompany Transfer Intercompany Transfers will need to be reported to the manufacturers requesting that 

information on the ProductMovement message.

53 AEC 33 ShipNotice PRO Number In Ship Notice, make sure PRO number in located in reference information instead of the 
DocumentIdentifier.  

54 AEC 37 & 38 Invoice Non-product Invoices

1) Manufacturers that will be sending non-product types of invoices via XML must set up a 
product id in their system and communicate these product ids to the distributors that will be 
receiving them.   In version 3.0 it is not acceptable to omit product identification information 
from the XML document.  2)  Need to recognize (or gain an exemption for the AEC project) 
that these types of products will not be set up in the AGIIS directory.  3)  Manufacturer would 
“flag” these types of invoices so that the recipient knows it required special processing.   We 
would not need multiple reason codes; it would be a generic indicator to be used by all of 
these types of invoices.  (Modification made October 1, 2004)  The field to use in the XML 
Mapping is as follows: 
InvoiceBody/InvoiceProperties/ReferenceInformation/DocumentReference/DocumentIdentifier  
where ReferenceType = SellerContractNumber

55 AEC 39 ShipNotice Customer Pick Up, 
CPU

Ship notices on customer pickups – To standardized how to identify that the customer picked 
up the product, we looked at standardizing on the SCAC code, but whatever we chose to be 
the code, could actually be used as a legitimate code.  So, the decision was to standardize the 
PartnerName.  The Ship To partner name on a customer pickup will be   CUSTOMER 
PICKUP; pickup one word, all uppercase.

56 AEC Prior to 
log/mapping All Work around

The purpose of AEC is to have consistent implementation of messages and processes, 
therefore if there are trading partners that need a special request or a "work-around" the 
trading partner that needs this work-around will need develop internal that work around.

57 AEC 42 & 62 All Required fields

For all required elements that have been determined (between trading partners) that they will 
not populate the element, the following will need to be put in the element to validate:  Group 
agreed that "NA" for string elements;  for an integar = 0.  For other elements, we will address 
those at that time when they arise.

58 AEC 43 Invoice Lockbox address

The partner ID and Partner Name will be populated with Manufacturer EBID and Name 
respectively. The Agency info will mention the string 'D-U-N-S'. But the address,city and state 
sections will contain bank info. Currently some manufacturers populate Bank routing number 
and lockbox number in addition to the address information in this area and can continue to do 
the same. This way the Partner ID and Partner name will be in sync.

59 AEC 55 & 64 EDI 
Messages Product identifier

The ProductIdentifierAgency that the S&G determined should be used for the GTIN code for 
EDI transactions = "UK" for EDI versions 3030 or higher; "ZZ" will be used for any EDI version 
prior to 3030
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60 AEC 32 & 96 All Demographics

Until companies are comfortable with AGIIS' reliablity, the demographics (address structure) of 
entities (both EBID and NAPD) will be passed between partners.  With the exception of the To 
and From elements in the header as once you have completed testing, these elements 
normally do not change.  3/8/05 decision was reviewed - group wanted to review each 
message to see if all the demographics were needed in all structures.  3/22/05 -Spreadsheet 
was created and reviewed to indicate which structures would need the demographics.  That 
document is posted on eProjects in the root folder.

61 AEC 67 ShipNotice Transmissions

With ShipNotice, if partners do not want to receive the ShipNotice, they can turn off the notice 
on their end or if the manufacturer is capable the manufacturer can turn off the notices.  If the 
manufacturer cannot turn off notices, then they will send in a standard format, and the 
distributor will just drop message after receipt. The AEC BOD does recommend that each 
party program and test to receive in case they might in the future want to receive.

62 AEC Discussion All Definitions
When there is a question regarding how the schema should be implemented, the mapping 
tool should be the document that is referred to for that determination.  If the tool needs to be 
changed, submit changes to the AEC Project Coordinator.

63 AEC 68 InventoryActu
alUsage Submission

Require connection to all manufacturers where commercial agreements are in place to receive 
the inventory data.  Data will be submitted weekly and month end  unless overridden by a 
commercial agreement to increased frequency between the distributor and individual 
manufacturer for distributor owned available-to-sell and consigned inventory

11/9/2004

64 AEC 75 ProductMove
ment Confirmed Price Decision: Consensus – distributors will not send confirmed price on the ProductMovement 

transaction, unless commerical agreement stipulates that they will.

65 AEC 82 InventoryActu
alUsage Number of locations Decision: IAU messages may contain one or more InventoryLocations per message. Modified 3/15/05

66 AEC 72 ProductMove
ment Size of file

Decision: For ProductMovement - we will wait a while until some of the TP start testing and 
having an issue then re-evaluate whether we will limit the size of the files being transmitted.  
The long-term is to have event driven transactions which would eliminate is the file size issue, 
but many companies' processes are not set up to be able to transmit on an event driven 
process.

11/23/2004

67 AEC 85 All Synchronization with 
AGIIS

All AEC participants will synchronize their data with the AGIIS directory.  AGIIS identifiers will 
be used for all messages for the domain/agency attributes for PartnerIdentifier and 
ProductIdentier.  EBID is used for entity identification; AGIIS Reporting ID is used for product 
identification.  Synchronization means that partner systems and messages contain exactly the 
same literal AGIIS identifiers for the entities and products used.  Synchronization does not 
mean that the partner systems and messages contain the literal AGIIS entity demographics or 
the literal AGIIS product name because valid reasons exist for some discrepancies.  However, 
AEC participants should be aware of and agree to the demographics and product names their 
trading partners will use.  In general, the demographics and product names should be similar 
enough to what’s in AGIIS so that it’s clear they mean the same thing.  Product 
synchronization includes verification that the AGIIS Reporting UOM is the UOM used in all 
XML messages.  Synchronization is a two-step process: 1) Each partner synchronizes with 
AGIIS.  2) Pairs of trading partners synchronize with each other to validate scope and 
descriptions (entity demographics and product names).

1/26/2005
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68 AEC 86 All Unit of Measure

Decision:  For the UOM in AGIIS the AEC will use the Sales Reporting UOM for all 
transactions.  Manufacturers were reminded that they would need to review what UOM they 
have in the AGIIS directory and validate that they want that UOM used for Ordering, Invoicing, 
and reporting Sales and Inventory.

1/26/2005

69 AEC 78 Invoice Bill of Lading

Bill of lading number on the invoice needs to be consistent between trading partners in the 
identification of the ReferenceInformation (in ReferenceType in InvoiceProperties - see line 
#127- Distributors would like the bill of lading number use - "BillOfLadingNumber" as the 
ReferenceType ). Dow and DuPont will reprogram to accommodate.

1/4/2005

70 AEC 82 InventoryActu
alUsage Locations

There are two repeatable structures - at the properties or at the detail line.  If we only have 
one location for each IAU message, then we could use the location at the properties vs the 
detail level.  For 1500 line items 2 MG vs. 1.3 MG if you make the change.  Decision:  That 
we change the use of the cardinally of InventoryUsageLineItem  from 1,n to a 1.   (this is line 
261 of mapping tool to reflect only one location per message) THIS RULE WAS REVERSED 
on 3/22/05 - so the structures will be used as the standard stipulates with multiple 
locations in a single message.

1/18/2005

71 AEC 81 AGIIS Product pack levels

When loading the products into AGIIS, if you have any products that you or anyone else 
repacks, you will need to set up the product package indicator (first digit in the GTIN) for bulk 
product use 9=bulk, and for repack use 8=repack.  As distributors will report both bulk and 
repack separately.

1/11/2005

72 AEC 63 All Non-Chemical 
products

All products whether chemical or otherwise can be put in AGIIS.  They will need to be 
assigned product Ids (GTIN).    Some manufacturers may choose not to include non-chemical 
products in the AEC project.  Trading Partners will need to agree on the range of products and 
services that will be in scope of AEC.

10/19/2004

73 AEC 73 Invoice Instructions
Will use CustomerServiceInstruction for all regulatory instruction, and InvoiceInstructions for 
non-regulatory general invoice instruction; DriverInstructions used for the Bill of Lading 
information; and inspection company details will be qualified as InspectionInstruction. 

1/4/2005

74 AEC 61 All Product identifier
It is still recommended that manufacturers should migrate to GTIN, however, it won’t be a 
requirement for AEC.  The requirement of using the AGIIS identifier will still be met by using 
the ReportingID from AGIIS.  Board was not opposed to the B/T recommendation.

1/4/2005

75 AEC 89 All Product identifier Decision: Trading partners will use only the numbers in AGIIS.  No leading or trailing zeros. 2/15/2005

76 AEC 91 All Field Lengths
Decision: That for the AEC project we will limit the demographic fields to be the same as the 
AGIIS directory  (128 characters for the address field and 128 characters for the entity name 
field).  Some trading partners may truncate the demographics in their internal systems. 

3/8/2005

77 AEC 88 &139
OrderCreate, 
OrderRespon
se

Delivery or Pickup

Decision:  Sellers will send either ConfirmedDelivery or ConfirmedPickup based on what their 
backend can handle, distributors may ignore the ScheduleType in the OrderResponse.  
Decision: Buyers will use the RequestDelivery or RequestedPickup (not RequestedShipDate) 
on the ScheduleDateTimeInformation in the OrderCreate. On 6/13/06 decision to add 
RequestedDeliveryDate to the Response

3/1/2005

78 AEC 92 Invoice Tax Structure
We will move the optional tax structure to the newly named “implementation” tab (keeping it 
green for optional).  In addition, they will use CP for County Tax, and CA for City Tax at both 
properties and detail level.

3/1/2005
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79 AEC 93 All Unit of Measure
Manufacturers use both OZ (ounze) or OZA (fluid ounze) in the UOM for some of their 
products.  Distributors will need to be able to distingish the UOM in their system and report the 
proper ounze as designated in the AGIIS directory.

3/15/2005

80 AEC 103 Invoice GrossPrice
Decision: Defining GrossPrice attribute as the gross price excluding allowances and taxes that 
will match the EDI unit price.  Then the totals of each line items (GrossPrice x quantity) = 
GrossInvoice.

4/5/2005

81 AEC 99 OrderRespon
se Email Contact

The element is yellow in the mapping tool and should be sent with all OrderResponses.  
Action:  Any manufacturer who will not be able to modify prior to their start date with Van 
Diest will need to contact Marilyn prior to their start with Van Diest.

4/5/2005

82 AEC 102

ProductMove
ment and 
InventoryActu
alUsage

Non-Chemical 
products

In some of the distributors' systems, they are not able to distinguish a product that is being 
ordered electronically that it is not a product that should be reported via IAU & PMR.  
Therefore, some distributors will be sending the inventory and sales information on all 
products that they electronically purchase.  Manufacturers will need to filter that information 
out if they don't want it.  Monsanto will be sending all information reported in PMR back in the 
sales reconciliation spreadsheet (even if it isn't chemicals).

4/26/2005

83 AEC 72 & 100 All File Size
Decision:  The AEC BOD recommended that size of files should be a trading partner by 
trading partner decision.  They would prefer that the AEC project not set any limitations to 
size.  The B/T team agreed with the decision.

4/26/2005

84 AEC 101 Invoice Discounts & 
Allowances

Trading partners should discuss in their kick-off meeting whether the Discounts and 
Allowances are included in the discounted terms. 4/5/2005

85 AEC 104 ProductMove
ment

Negative Quantity 
Values

In the PMR message all values will be positive values in the quantity element.  A negative will 
be identified as a "Return" or a "ConsignmentReturn" in the ProductMovementType attribute. 4/12/2005

86 AEC 104 InventoryActu
alUsage

Negative Quantity 
Values

Negative quantity values are allowed in IAU as these values are book inventory and can 
become a negative state.  There is not any attribute that would identify negative values, so a 
negative number can be sent.

4/12/2005

87 AEC 107 InventoryActu
alUsage Zero balances

Decision:  The group has decided that option 1: Send all products including zeros for all 
inventory balances for the IAU report.   This may make the file size larger, but would identify 
all products. Decision:  Trading partners will need to discuss with each trading partners when 
products should drop off of IAU reporting. Update 8/15/06: Due to the size of files being too 
large, the B/T determined that the distributors would only need to send inventory balances 
larger than zero; the manufacturers will assume zero balance if product is not sent.

4/26/2005    
8/15/06

88 AEC 66 OrderRespon
se ShipFrom

In the OrderResponse,  if a manufacturer can send the ShipFrom in all shipments they will, but 
it is required for all Customer Pickup orders at the 
OrderResponseDetails\OrderCreateProductLineItem\OtherPartner element for Customer 
Pickup Orders. 

11/16/2004

89 AEC 109 OrderCreate CountryOfFinalDestina
tion

DuPont is using version 2.1, where Elemica takes in Ag eStandards 2.0.2 as specified by AEC 
and converts to 2.1 for DuPont.  The CountryOfFinalDestination is a required field in 2.1, so 
this is a field that distributors will need to send to DuPont, but is optional for all other 
manufacturers.

5/3/2005

90 AEC 110 OrderCreate Delivery Date Manufacturers need to review with their trading partners and communicate the acceptable 
DeliveryDate default.

91 AEC 114b All Communication Port-
testing

It is strongly recommended that all trading partners use either port 8443 or 9443 for testing.  If 
a different port is needed to be used, please contact your trading partner prior to testing. 6/14/2005
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AEC Project Business Rules

# Project Issues Log # Message(s) Key Words Business Rules Date

92 AEC 121 ProductMove
ment Returns or Credits

 For all returns or credits in ProductMovementType, distributors should use "Return" 
(ShipAndDebitSale is NOT to be used). For the ReferenceType whether it is a return or 
stocksale the ReferenceType used should be InvoiceNumber (not SellerInvoiceNumber or 
SellerCreditMemoNumber").  For the EventDateTime the "ReturnDate" should be used for all 
returns and ShipDate for all stocksales.

9/15/2005

93 AEC 83 & 94 ProductMove
ment Namespace Prefixes

For information on the implementation of namespace prefixes in Ag eStandard 4.0 
implementation, please refer to document on RAPID S&G web 
pages:http://www.rapidnet.org/Standards_Tools/XML/Standards/RAPIDXMLSchema_Namesp
acePrefixGuidelines.pdf  

7/15/2005

94 AEC OrderRespon
se Pricing

On the OrderResponses, manufacturers will return their current price from their system on the 
OrderResponse.  Decision:  Gross Price – the unit price not including tax or allowance – the 
price that shows up on the Invoice GrossPrice.  The long term is that manufacturers will plan 
to be able to send price gross, net price, and all allowances and discounts once the new 
structure can be added to the OrderResponse (through CIDX Chem eStandards).  Some 
manufacturers may be able to send any upcharges such as freight cost or CA mill tax (or other 
environmental taxes).  They will identify those price attributes as:
• Taxes attribute will be used for sales tax (does not include environmental taxes)
• UpchargeOrDiscountPerUnit is the recommended attribute for the environmental taxes.
• FreightCost attribute will be used for any additional upcharge freight

9/15/2005

95 AEC 137 All Demographics

All partner identifiers in all categories of transactions messages should have the correct 
demographics for that identifier (such as ShipTo).  If a partner is unable to send or receive a 
NAPD identifier then an EBID code should be requested from AGIIS as an “End Use” 
business.  Long term solution would be that transactions would only have the identifiers (not 
the demographics being sent), and that all trading partners would use both EBID and NAPD or 
AGIIS directory move to one identifier for all entities.

5/9/2006

96 AEC 140 Invoice GrossPrice

Decision:
If manufacturers can send other than GrossPrice, then the following applies to the attributes:
o If attribute is FreightAllowance, or GeneralAllowance = negative or discount to price.
o UpchargeOrDiscountPerUnit = would be environmental taxes only which is an upcharge.
o All other attributes (except Price attributes) are upcharges.

97 AEC 144 Invoice SpecialInstructions Legal qualifiers for the Invoice will be put in the Properties level SpecialInstruction element 
with an attribute of "General". 7/18/2006

98 AEC 149 Invoice AllowanceChargeIndic
ators

AllowancesChargeIndicator - The code (X12 code subset of code list 1300) and a description 
– either code list or manufacturer code (4-digit Code given to trading partners if not on code 
list), then a space or colon; then description (either on code list or manufacturer description).  
Both code and a description need to be sent.

9/26/2006

99
100
101
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